
Lock C 
for USM Haller

Ultra-compact design, 
dual technology, easy to use.



Simon safeguards his  
sensitive documents and  

tasty treats.
What’s private remains private –  

kept securely in place.

Max and Melanie  
are dressed too warmly  

for the museum.
Choose a coat locker and use it  

temporarily at any time with the key card.

Pete and Sylvia are  
working on a project together.

Store shared tools for teamwork  
safely – each team member has individual 

access to them.

After desk sharing,  
Steve stores his belongings in  

a different locker each day.
Flexible use lockers are available  

to all employees.

When Hanna’s on  
holiday, Alex still has access.

Give others access  
to your private locker via the app.

Dorian doesn’t like sharing  
with his little sister Suzie.

Individual lockers have their advantages  
at home too.



Clever use of  
storage space
Making efficient use of existing spaces is USM’s core 
competence. The USM Haller lock C takes storage space 
to a whole new level. Temporary, personal or with shared 
access. Existing storage space becomes even more 
valuable the more versatile it is to use.

USM has always offered products with added value  
that make efficient use of space, boast a contemporary 
design and can be constantly adapted to changing 
requirements. 

Storage space with added value

Whether in a café or an entrance area –  
lockable storage space for employees is  
a sign of appreciation.

Lock securely,  
share easily –  
with the new lock C  
for USM Haller

The USM Haller modular furniture 
system is an expert when it comes  
to organising space – classically 
 attractive and infinitely versatile.  
With the new electromechanical  
lock C and the specially developed 
USM app, storage space and lock 
management take on a whole  
new  dimension. Thanks to its dual 
technology (RFID & Bluetooth),  
the lock can be operated easily  
using a key card or a smartphone,  
via the intuitive, user-friendly app.

The lock C can be seamlessly 
integrated into all USM worlds.



Connectivity – up to three 
user modes offer a variety 
of new applications
Thanks to its three user modes, the lock C is ideal for 
meeting different and changing requirements.
For example, free lockers can be used for temporarily 
storing personal belongings, whereas other lockers  
can be permanently customised for long-term use.  
For customised lockers, users have the option of sharing 
access to the lock and the locker contents with other 
people or groups of people via the USM app.

Public Locker mode
A row of lockers is available to several users – 
they simply choose a free locker and lock it 
using the card or the app. Ideal for temporary 
usage in open spaces, for desk sharing or  
as a cloakroom in reception areas.

Personal Locker mode
The same locker is assigned to a certain 
 person for a long time. As such, the locker 
owner can safely store their personal and 
confidential documents there.

Shared Locker mode
If one person is absent, access to the locker 
can be shared with selected individuals.  
For teams or project groups, one locker  
can be used as a shared storage location.

Thanks to its dual technology (RFID & 
Bluetooth), the new lock C can be operated 

using a key card or a smartphone.

User modes



An attractive cloakroom

Receive guests in your company or visitors in your 
 museum? Offer them a safe place to temporarily store 
all of the things they don’t want to carry around with 
them the whole time. And in a classic, modern look, 
 because first impressions count after all. USM Haller  
is equally attractive and accessible from all angles  
and comes in a wide range of colours and shapes so 
that you can express your individuality from the first 
 encounter – for a lasting effect!

Central storage area, used by  
everyone, specifically designed

There is less need for permanent storage areas in  
the workplace, especially in co-working spaces where 
 workstations are no longer permanently assigned to  
one  person but are occupied temporarily according  
to needs. However – or rather because of this – employ-
ees need some storage space where they can keep  
their personal belongings for the day or even longer. 
With the lock C, employees can choose any free locker 
each day.

Application examples



What’s private  
should remain private

Whether confidential documents or personal belong-
ings – with the lock C you can keep your important things 
safe. The different applications range from executive 
 offices or private staff lockers to childproofing at home.

Share contents with others

It sometimes comes in handy when safely stored items 
can be made immediately available to others. If one team 
member is on holiday or remote working, for example, 
they can give a colleague access to a specific locker in 
the office conveniently and remotely via the app. 

Application examples

Shared lockers in  
collaborative offices

When teams work on an interdisciplinary level, they also 
need shared tools. Thanks to the new lock C, an entire 
user group can be given access to a locker. That way, the 
tools that are worked on jointly can be stored safely and 
accessed flexibly by all.



Childproofing – a particular  
advantage at home

Our kids are clever, and they always seem to manage  
to find the key to those places where treasures such  
as sweets or games consoles are safely stowed away.  
But they can’t outsmart the new lock C: with the app  
you determine when and how often you grant access  
to each specific locker.

Clear and simple management

With keys it’s always the same – you wonder where you 
last put them … or which key goes with which locker … 
and how to organise the management of lockers and 
their keys among employees...

But these questions are a thing of the past with the  
USM Haller lock C. In basic operation (public locker 
mode) you don’t have to go through the hassle of assign-
ing one key card or one smartphone to a specific lock. 
Therefore, you don’t even need a conventional locking 
plan to organise the lockers, which makes managing  
the locks much easier. If a key card gets lost, the Power 
User can simply carry out an emergency opening and 
issue a new key card.

The USM app gives users a clear overview and is easy  
to use. For the administrator, it serves as an intuitive  
tool not only for organising the locks, but also for keep-
ing an eye on the battery level, updates and log files.

Straightforward  
battery replacements

The batteries can easily be replaced from the outside  
in just a few steps. At the same time, the lock remains 
locked and the contents securely stored. 

Application examples Advantages

User-friendly and  
playfully intuitive –  
manage lockers with  
the smart USM app.

Home

Overview

Public Locker

Personal Locker

Shared Locker

Locks Help Settings

Logout
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Easy retrofitting
As with all USM system parts, the new lock C can be 
 retrofitted into your existing USM furniture in keeping  
with the backward compatibility principle. The existing 
handle or lock handle can simply be replaced with the 
new lock C without having to replace the whole door. 

Cleverness – high-tech  
in a simple design 
The lock C combines electronics and mechanics,  
both produced to the usual highest quality. Compact  
and in line with the timeless aesthetics of the design 
classic. 

The new lock C is compatible with all available  
metal doors in the 14 USM colours:

The new lock C blends seamlessly  
into the classic product design.

Retrofitting Facts
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Enjoy the benefits of using  
the new lock C: 

 

Keep your secrets  
safe or share  

your treasures!
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